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Welcome
• Positionality
• Overview of Literature
• Research Design
• Implications
• Future Research

Positionality

Responsive Teaching
Responsive Teaching
• Foregrounds children’s
mathematical thinking
• Recognizes mathematical
connections
• Takes up and pursues
children’s mathematical
ideas
Mathematical Conversations
(Carpenter et al., 1989, Jacobs et al., 2010; NCTM, 2014; Robertson et al., 2016)

Responsive Teaching
Teaching Moves
Any intentional action a
teacher uses to elicit a
response (Jacobs & Empson,
2016)

Explore details
Comprehend problem
Revoicing
Tell information
Other

Marcos had 4 boxes of toys. There were 12 toys in
each box. How many toys did Marcos have
altogether?
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teacher uses to elicit a
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Telling
Telling information to children: Providing children with pieces of knowledge
teachers believe to be key for problem-solving or furthering discussions
•

Labeling terminology

•

Stating mathematical goal

•

Demonstrating how to solve

•

Explaining a math concept
Taking on the mathematical work
for children

Chazan & Ball, 1999; Cengiz et al., 2011; Sleep & Boerst, 2012; Sun and van Es, 2015; Wood, 1998

Developing Expertise
Problem-Solving Interviews
Videos of Teaching
Simulations
Examine Student Work
Reflections
(Ginsburg, 1997; Schack et al., 2013; Schön, 1987; Shaughnessy & Boerst, 2018)

Research Questions
RQ1-What teaching moves do prospective
teachers make when engaging in
mathematics conversations with children
around story problems?
RQ2-What rationales do prospective
teachers give as to why they make the
moves they do?
RQ3-What is the relationship between
teaching moves and rationales?
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Data Collection
Participants
• 11 prospective teachers
• 2-year elementary education program
• Prior to completion of elementary
mathematics methods course

3 Types of Interviews

• Background Interview
• Observation of problem-solving
interview (Ginsburg, 1997)
• Stimulated-recall interview (Gass &
Mackey, 2000)

Data Analysis
Mono-strand Conversion Design
Problem Solving Interviews
• Provisional coding (talk turns)
• Frequency counts (descriptive
statistics)
Stimulated Recall Interviews
• InVivo Coding (idea units)
• Frequency counts (descriptive
statistics)
Constant Comparative Analysis

Findings
RQ#1: What teaching moves do prospective teachers make when engaging in
mathematics conversations with children around story problems?
Prospective teachers enact a range
of teaching moves
Telling Information to
Children

Exploring Details of Children's
Mathematical Thinking

Comprehending Story
Problems

39%

33%

29%

389 teaching moves

Findings
RQ#1: What teaching moves do prospective teachers make when engaging in
mathematics conversations with children around story problems?
Prospective teachers enact a range
of teaching moves
Telling Information to
Children
39% (106 moves)

Carrying out the work for
children

29%

Children carrying out the
work

10%

Findings
Ebony had 18 books. Her dad gave her some more for her birthday. Now she has 25 books.
How many books did Ebony’s dad give her for her birthday?
PST: Because you had 18 here right? PST
interrupted the child, started counting the
cubes. These are the ones she already had
And then how many more did she get?
Because this right here is 2, 4, 6, 8. Okay,
so how many more? 19, 20 PST continues
sliding over blocks and points to the other
pile of blocks.
Child: 21, 22, 23, 24. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Child
touches each block but while counting, the
PST covers some up with their hand, then
moves the hand so the child can count the
group.

Carrying out the work for
children

Findings
Ebony had 18 books. Her dad gave her some more for her birthday. Now she has 25 books.
How many books did Ebony’s dad give her for her birthday?
PST: What are these right here? (Covers up
the 7 blocks the child already counted)
Child: The, these is what, how much that,
how much more books that the girl got.
PST: Okay, so 18 (touches the blocks), 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25. So how many more
did she get right here? (PST combines
blocks) Let’s count these.

Carrying out the work for
children

Findings
Deja had 33 buttons. She put the buttons into 3 bags with the same number of buttons
in each bag. How many buttons are in each bag?
PST: She put the buttons into three bags with each bag
having the same number of buttons. So how could
you do that? Maybe would drawing something help?
Maybe drawing the bags would help?
Child: Maybe
PST: Maybe. Draw the big bags.
Child: (Child draws three circles on a piece of paper)
PST: So now she has 3 big bags and you have the 33
buttons. How could you put each one of those into
the bag (pointing to the 33 unifix cubes the child had
counted) so that each bag has the same number of
buttons? (pointing to the inside of each of the three
drawn circles)
Child: (Adds dots to the circles, one at a time).

Children carrying out the
work

Findings
RQ2-What rationales do prospective teachers give as to why they
make the moves they do?
Telling Information to
Children
106 moves
123 rationales
Guiding children’s problem
solving

49%

Enhancing children’s
understanding

34%

Enhancing PSTs’
understanding

9%

Increasing children’s comfort

5%

Findings
RQ2-What rationales do prospective teachers give as to why they
make the moves they do?
Telling Information to
Children
106 moves
123 rationales
Guiding children’s problem
solving

49%, 42 rationales

Enhancing children’s
understanding

34%, 60 rationales

Findings
RQ2-What rationales do prospective teachers give as to why they
make the moves they do?

“When I noticed her breaking them, breaking
them down, I was like oh, she knows what to
do but she got to a point where she was kind
of stuck so I was like, okay she's kind of stuck,
let me try to help push her along because she
has the concept but she just didn't know how
to separate the groups”.

Guiding children’s problem
solving

Findings
RQ2-What rationales do prospective teachers give as to why they
make the moves they do?

“ I pointed to the 25 on the hundreds chart
because maybe… I know that she was able to
visualize better on the hundred chart. So I went
back to the hundreds chart to help… maybe
gauge her…to steer her in this is where 25 is
at. And to help push her in the right
direction”.

Guiding children’s problem
solving

Findings
RQ2-What rationales do prospective teachers give as to why they
make the moves they do?
“It was more offering a suggestion. I didn't want to tell
him to do it because it's his problem he can answer it
however he wanted but I wanted him to think about
the fact that there was a cleaner way of doing it”.

Guiding children’s problem
solving

Findings
RQ2-What rationales do prospective teachers give as to why they
make the moves they do?
“I didn't want to like kill her dreams
that she counted 20 and then
counted 8. So I really wanted to like
compliment her like you did
awesome with that and then point
out that that's really the only
number we need so I pushed that
towards her like focus on this, those
are the twenty he had and then he
ate 8 of them”
Enhancing children’s
understanding

Findings
RQ2-What rationales do prospective teachers give as to why they
make the moves they do?
“I just wanted to give her, another, kind of view towards it,
kind of like how I was talking before, the student
interviews. I need to see it multiple ways and I was trying to
give her another way of seeing the problem of, these are
my friends. I'm getting 2 to this one and 2 to this one. Just
so she knows that, oh they're each getting 2, not that
there's just 2 out there”

Enhancing children’s
understanding

Implications
• Confirm and expand prior research
– PSTs do take on the mathematical work for children
– Baseline for PSTs prior to mathematics methods and may tell less
often than previously thought
– Rationales and using student voice

• Telling is more complex for PSTs
– PSTs may recognize when they are telling
– PSTs often consider telling to be helpful in children understanding
mathematics
– Children doing the work vs. PST doing the work
– Tension between working toward an answer and working toward
understanding

• Further unpack telling & explore ways to support PSTs
– Teacher action/student response
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